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LESSON PLAN 3: 
Dalkey and Killiney

Focus: 
� t� 0SJHJO�PG�OBNFT�PG�%BMLFZ�BOE�,JMMJOFZ��4PNF�DPNNPO�QSFmYFT

1. Resources
� ��� 5FBDIFS�CBDLHSPVOE�*OGPSNBUJPO�
� ��� 1IPUP�PG�%BMLFZ�*TMBOE�.BSUFMMP�5PXFS
� ��� 1IPUP�PG�,JMMJOFZ�#BZ�BOE�JOGPSNBUJPO
� ��� 1IPUPT�PG�0ME�,JMMJOFZ�$IVSDI�$JMM�*OÓPO�-ÏJOÓO
� ��� 1IPUP�PG�(MFOEBMPVHI
� ���.BQ�PG�%ÞO�-BPHIBJSF�3BUIEPXO�TIPXJOH�B�TFMFDUJPO�PG�QMBDFOBNFT
� ��� 4UVEFOU�BDUJWJUZ�TIFFU

2. Introduction:
� ��� 3F�WJTJU�.BSUFMMP�5PXFS�ESBXJOHT�	MFTTPO��
�BOE�EJTDVTT
� ��� 4IPX�QIPUP�PG�%BMLFZ�*TMBOE�5PXFS������%JTDVTT�QPTJUJPO�PG�EPPS�	GBDJOH�BXBZ�GSPN�UIF�TFB
�� 
� � 8IFSF�NJHIU�UIF�EPPS�CF�PO�BO�JTMBOE�UPXFS �	0O�%BMLFZ�*TMBOE�JU�XBT�PO�UIF�SPPG�


3. Development: 
� ��� -PPL�BU�UIF�OBNF�%BMLFZ��*U�T�B�7JLJOH�OBNF��%BML�NFBOT�UIPSO�BOE�FZ�	PS�FJ
�NFBOT�JTMBOE�JO�TDBOEJOBWJBO��
� ��� 5IF�*SJTI�OBNF�GPS�%BMLFZ�JT�UIF�TBNF�BT�UIF�7JLJOH�OBNF�%FJMH�	UIPSO
�JOJT�	JTMBOE
��5IJT�JT�UIF�TIBQF�PG�UIF� 
� � JTMBOE�XIFO�WJFXFE�GSPN�B�IFJHIU��%VSJOH�7JLJOH�UJNFT�%BMLFZ�*TMBOE�XBT�B�IPMEJOH�DFOUSF�GPS�*SJTI�TMBWFT�CFJOH� 
� � TFOU�UP�4DBOEJOBWJB�4UVEFOUT�JOWJUFE�UP�TVHHFTU�PUIFS�QMBDFOBNFT�XJUI�A*OJT���Inis Mór, Inis Meáin, Inis Oírr�� 
� � 4PNFUJNFT�VTFE�GPS�QFOJOTVMB�*OJTIPXFO�
� ��� 4IPX����6OEFSTUBOEJOH�QMBDFOBNFT�JO�*SJTI�HJWFT�VT�JOGPSNBUJPO�BCPVU�UIBU�BSFB��/FBS�%BMLFZ�JT�,JMMJOFZ��,JMM�PS� 
� � A$JMM��JO�*SJTI�JT�DPNNPO�JO�QMBDFOBNFT��8IBU�EPFT�JU�NFBO �	$IVSDI
�$JMM�*OÓOF�-ÏJOÓO�NFBOT�UIF�DIVSDI�PG�UIF� 
� � EBVHIUFST�PG�-ÏJOÓO��5IJT�SFGFST�UP�UIF�TFWFO�EBVHIUFST�PG�B�MPDBM�DIJFGUBJO�DBMMFE�-ÏJOÓO�XIP�IBE�B�HSFBU� 
� � SFQVUBUJPO�GPS�IPMJOFTT�BOE�XIP�FTUBCMJTIFE�B�DIVSDI�UIFSF��5IF�SFNBJOT�PG�UIF�DIVSDI�BSF�TUJMM�UP�CF�TFFO�
� ��� 3FDPSE�TUVEFOU�TVHHFTUJPOT�PG�PUIFS�QMBDFT�XJUI�A,JMM��PS�A,JM��JO�UIFJS�OBNFT��4IBOLJMM�	TFBO�DIJMM
�,JMNBDVE� 
� � 	$JMM�.PDIVEB
�,JMUJFSOBO�
� ��� 4IPX����(MFO�JT�BOPUIFS�XPSE�UIBU�BQQFBST�JO�*SJTI�QMBDFOBNFT��(MFOEBMPVHI�HJWFT�VT�WFSZ�MJUUMF�JOGPSNBUJPO� 
� � CVU�(MFBOO�EÈ�-PDI�UFMMT�VT�BCPVU�UIF�BSFB�	WBMMFZ�PG�UIF�UXP�MBLFT

� ��� 4IPX����3FDPSE�PUIFS�TUVEFOU�TVHHFTUJPOT�PG�QMBDFT�XJUI�AHMFO���(MFODVMMFO�(MFONBMVSF��4PNFUJNFT�UIF�NFBOJOH� 
� � JT�OPU�DMFBS��(MFOBHFBSZ�DPVME�CF�(MFBOO�OB�H$BPSBDI�	WBMMFZ�PG�UIF�TIFFQ
�PS�(MFBOO�OB�H$BPSB�	WBMMFZ�PG�UIF� 
� � CFSSJFT
���8IJDI�JT�JU�NPSF�MJLFMZ�UP�CF 

4. Conclusion
� ��� 4UVEFOU�BDUJWJUJFT��TFF�BUUBDIFE�TIFFU
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TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
LESSON 3

Early Christian Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown
Many placenames in Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown begin with Kill or Kil:  Killiney, Kilmacud, Kiltipper, Kiltiernan. ‘Cill’ in Irish 
means church and this is evidence of an early Christian church in that location, possibly associated with a hermit or 
with a monastery. Killiney – Cill Iníon Léinín is associated with the seven holy daughters of Léinín, a local chieftain of the 
late 6th century. A church dating from the 11th century is still standing there. It would have replaced an earlier wooden 
church. 

There are many other places named after saints: Kill Avenue, Kill Lane, Abbey Road, St. Fintan’s Park all relate to the 
ruined church at Kill o’ the Grange associated with St. Fintan. Saints Patrick, Brigid, Columbanus, Gall all have places or 
streets named after them. Shankill, Seanchill, is of course ‘the old church’,  the location of which is unknown. Monkstown 
also has a religious origin and  is derived from the association with the monks of St. Mary’s Abbey in Dublin. A local 
legend has it that, even earlier, the monks of Inispatrick/Holmpatrick, off Skerries fled the Vikings in the year 798 and 
sailed across Dublin Bay in their currachs, docking at the little estuary where Laoghaire had earlier established his dún. 
They proceeded up along the stream to establish their monastery where the old Monkstown graveyard is located at 
Carrickbrennan. Since this little stream was to become the location for the construction of the largest artificial harbour 
in the world a thousand years later we can see how important a role it played in three different phases of our history. 

Where the remains of an early church or monastic settlement have vanished the placename is often the best way of 
identifying the location and of preserving the name of the saint. Kilmacud, (cill MacCoda)  is one example. Taney, (Teach 
Naithí) recalls St. Nathy. There are several places named after these local saints. There is no evidence that MacCoda was 
a GAA supporter! Rathmichael is an example of a well preserved monastic site, constructed within an earlier Iron age 
fort. We cannot be sure who the founder was since Michael may be a corruption of an earlier name.

Several places in Dalkey carry the name of St. Begnet who established a monastery on Dalkey Island. The church can 
clearly be seen from the mainland, though it has been altered. The men building the Martello Tower there converted 
the church into a residence for the duration of the construction! By the way, since, as we have seen, the door to a 
Martello tower was on the landward side, what did they do on Dalkey Island which is surrounded by sea on all sides? 
(They used a ladder to climb to the roof and entered that way). The reason the door was on the landward side was of 
course to avoid an enemy ship landing a shell through it! 

The name Dalkey is of Viking origin and means ‘Thorn Island’ (‘eye’ oe ‘ei’ is the scandinavian word for island), 
corresponding exactly to the Irish Deilg Inis. Bulloch is also a Viking word. Ireland’s Eye got its name in the same way 
and has nothing to do with sight! The Vikings left their mark on Dalkey in other ways. There is evidence that they used 
Dalkey Island as a detention centre for Irish captives who were to be sold into slavery in their homelands. In the year 
939, an Irish bishop who had been captured, drowned while trying to escape from the island. 

Over time there is evidence that the Vikings became well integrated and many converted to Christianity. Ballaly or Baile 
Amhlaoibh or the Town of Olaf, a Viking saint. The early Christian churches still standing were most probably built by 
Vikings.

Killiney Church is very accessible from Killiney Dart station. It is located on Marino Ave. West. A key is held by local 
residents.
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WORKSHEET 3
LESSON 3

Study the examples and add 3 more to each category.  
You can use the map of Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown to help.
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